Price:
$150 for LEIU or IALEIA Members
$200 for Non-Members
Class Date/Hours:
Sunday, April 30, 2017
8:00 A.M. – 5:00 P.M.
Registration Date/Hours/Information:
Saturday, April 29, 2017
Sunday, April 30, 2017
12:00 P.M. – 5:00 P.M.
7:00 A.M. – 8:00 A.M.
Although this training is being held in conjunction with the LEIU/IALEIA Annual Training
Event in Bloomington, MN—it is a separate training effort. The registration and costs must be
maintained separately. We have, however, made the registration as easy as possible.
Registration for both training events can be found at http://www.cvent.com/d/wvqxtx. Select
“Register” on the bottom right of the page. The next page will direct you to add your information
and then select “Next”. There will be several registration options. If you plan on ONLY
attending the one day workshop, please select the one day workshop drop down. If you plan to
attend BOTH the one day workshop and the LEIU/IALEIA Annual Training event, please select
the Training Event. Note that both options have a “member or non-member” option. If your
agency is a member of LEIU or if you are an IALEIA member, please select the member option.
Do not register two times.

Course Overview
The idea of using virtual operating systems during investigations is nothing new. It was partially
discussed at the previous conference. This usually requires working knowledge of the Linux
operating system and Python programming language. This is no longer the case. Michael
Bazzell's new operating system, titled OSINTux, will be released in time for this one-day class.
This very full day will demonstrate downloading, installing, and operating this new system. No
technical knowledge is needed. Each application will be fully explained with live examples. The
system is not prone to viruses, isolates every investigation, and is completely free. The system
resources required are minimal. The utilities included are "point and click" and ready to identify
relevant information about the target of your next investigation.
Attendees will each receive the following:
Lifetime access to the OSINTux operating system and updates
A pre-configured web browser with dozens of customized extensions
Multiple pre-configured applications ready to automate search queries
Pre-compiled license keys installed for immediate use

Michael Bazzell Biography
Michael Bazzell spent 18 years as a government computer crime investigator. During the majority of that
time, he was assigned to the FBI’s Cyber Crimes Task Force where he focused on open source
intelligence and computer crime investigations. As an active investigator for multiple organizations, he
has been involved in numerous high-tech criminal investigations including online child solicitation, child
abduction, kidnapping, cold-case homicide, terrorist threats, and high level computer intrusions. He has
trained
thousands
of
individuals
in
the
use
of
his
investigative
techniques.
Michael currently works and resides in Washington, D.C. He also serves as the technical advisor for the
television hacker drama "Mr. Robot" on the USA network. His books "Open Source Intelligence
Techniques" and "Hiding from the Internet" have been best sellers in both the United States and Europe.
They are used by several government agencies as training manuals for intelligence gathering and
securing personal information.

